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       Abstract 

Ant colony optimization algorithms have been used to extract classification rules in data mining.  

Different variants of ACO have been proposed and successfully applied to discover a list of classification 

rules. But most of these algorithms follow sequential covering of the algorithm where a rule is pruned 

without taking into consideration its effects on the whole list of the rules i.e. each rule is pruned 

individually. Moreover, the relation between the different terms in the rule generated is not taken into 

consideration. We have proposed a new rule pruning procedure that takes into account the association 

between the terms in a generated rule during pruning. 

Keywords: Ant colony optimization (ACO), Data mining, Classification, rule pruning. 
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CHAPTER 1 

   DATA MINING AND KDD  

 

1.1 Overview    

As the days goes on, the amount of data is also increasing. Data in every field whether it is of 

private sector, government sector, school, colleges etc. is growing day by day. So, it becomes 

tedious task to pick up right and accurate amount of data in order to make certain decision and 

calculation. This is the point where data mining comes into play. This chapter discussed the data 

mining process briefly. Section 1.2 gives overview of data mining and then discussed the tools 

and task of data mining process. Section 1.3 details knowledge discovery process and section 

1.4 gives thesis overview. 

1.2 Data Mining 

Data mining analogous to Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is the process of 

extracting data patterns and useful information from a large data set and analyzing it from 

different perspective. Data mining encompasses different tasks and techniques that help in 

extracting knowledge that is accurate and more comprehensible to users [1], [2]. In this section 

we will take a look at data mining system, various data mining tasks and tools. 

1.2.1 Data Mining System  

A typical data mining system has following major components [3]. 

 Database, data warehouse, World Wide Web, or other information repository: This 

component involves databases, spreadsheets, and data from World Wide Web and from data 

warehouses. Important techniques at the component are cleaning the data and integration  

 Database or data warehouse server: This component fetches the relevant data on the basis 

of request submitted by the user. 

 Knowledge base: This component stores information that helps in searching and evaluating 

the interesting pattern in the large data. Concept hierarchies are used in order to organize 

attributes and organize the data at different abstraction levels. 
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 Data mining engine: This component is core to the data mining system and involves tasks 

like classification, clustering characterization, prediction, cluster analysis, outlier analysis, 

association and correlation analysis and evolution analysis. 

 

Figure 1.1: Data mining system 

 Pattern evaluation modules: This component has measures for interestingness. It interacts 

with other data mining modules to provide a direction to search. Thresholds are fixed to filter 

out the discovered patterns.  

 User interface: This is the component from where user actually accesses the data mining 

system and performs different tasks on data. This component gives all information to user so as 

to get better search results and patterns and check their interestingness. Figure 1 shows the 

typical architecture of a data mining system [3]. 

 

1.2.2 Data Mining Tasks 

In this part of Data Mining, goals are decided dependent on the anticipated results from the 

overall process of KDD. Several methods/techniques with different goals can be applied 

simultaneously or sequentially to achieve a desired outcome. Agrawal et al. in [4], [5] 
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introduces different classes of data mining problem. Most Data Mining tasks come under the 

following categories: 

 Data Processing:  KDD may process, analyze select, filter, aggregate, sample, clean, and/or 

transform data depending on the goals and necessities. 

 Classification: Classification analyzes a set of data whose class label is known and 

constructs a model for each class based on the features in the data. For example, classification 

can be done on diseases and help to predict the kind of diseases based on the symptoms of 

patients. In the classification task, each tuple belongs to a class in a predefined set of classes.  

 Association Rules: Association rules helps in discovering frequent pattern in dataset so as to 

analyze the data from different perspective and to make certain decisions. Association rule 

determines how closely the terms in the rule are.  

 Prediction: Prediction helps in determining the certain values of a data or attribute value that 

is missing from the dataset.  In this method, relevancy among the attribute is calculated and on 

the basis of that prediction is made about those missing values. Different techniques like 

regression analysis, correlation analysis and decision trees have been used for this task. 

Evolutionary algorithms like genetic algorithms have also been used for prediction. 

 Clustering: Clustering involves the task of grouping data that is similar. Similarity can be 

measured using different approaches. The most common used is distance based. Clustering is 

said to be good one if the inter group similarity is low and intra group similarity is high among 

the data. 

  Regression: It is a function that helps in mapping a data item to a real-valued variable. 

Regression analyzes the dependency among the different attributes values i.e. values of one 

attribute can be dependent on values of another attribute in the same item set.  

 Model Visualization: It is the visual interpretation of complex relationships in 

multidimensional data Model. Visualization makes the discovered knowledge understandable 

and interpretable by humans. Visualization model can range from scatter plots, histograms, 3-

dimensional plots, and even animated graphics. 

 Exploratory Data Analysis: Exploratory data analysis is the interactive exploration of a data 

set without dependence on previously conceived assumptions and models, thus trying to 
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identify interesting patterns often with visual methods. Statistical model can be used to analyze 

the dataset. 

 Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN): Bayesian belief networks use the concept of Bayes 

probability theorem. These networks are acyclic graphs where attributes are represented in form 

of nodes and the dependency between two nodes i.e. attributes is represented by the edge. 

Concept of conditional probability is used to find relation between the child node and parent 

node. 

 Case Based Learning: An approach to the design of learning algorithms that is inspired by 

the fact that when people encounter new situations they often explain them by reference to 

familiar experiences, adapting the explanations to fit the new situation. It is closely related to 

explanation-based learning. 

 Decision Trees: Decision tree based algorithms are most useful approaches in classification 

problems and comes under eager learner category i.e. when a training case is given, it will 

construct a generalization model before receiving new test case to classify. In this method of 

classification, a tree is constructed to model the classification process. Once the tree is built, it is 

applied to each test case that is to be classified.  

 Rule Induction: Rule based algorithms are straightforward way to perform classification. 

Rules are the best way to represent the information and are easily understandable by human i.e. 

have high comprehensibility [3]. Rule based algorithms have a set of IF-THEN rules to classify 

the data.  

 Neural Networks: Neural networks are also used for making systems that can help in 

various data mining tasks like clustering, classification etc. Neural networks are inspired by the 

structure of neurons in brain. It involves various input and output connected to each other with 

different weights. These weights are updated after every iteration of the algorithm and process is 

repeated till the stopping criterion is met. 

 Genetic Algorithms: Genetic Algorithms [17] are evolutionary algorithms It is a global 

optimization method that manipulates a string of numbers in a manner similar to how 

chromosomes are changed in biological evolution.. Genetic algorithm has been discussed in 

chapter 2 briefly. 

Figure 1.2 summarizes all the data mining tasks and techniques. It also shows that data mining 

is an important part of knowledge discovery in database process discussed in next section.  
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Figure 1.2: Different data mining tasks and techniques 
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1.2.3 Data Mining Tools 

At present time, commercial data mining tools use several common techniques to extract 

knowledge. These include association rules, clustering, neural networks and statistical analysis. 

We have discussed all these in the previous sub-section. So data mining tools also use advanced 

techniques such as genetic algorithm, Bayesian networks, regression, pattern matching etc.  

COMPANY PRODUCT TECHNIQUES PLATEFORM INTERFACE 

Acknosoft Kate Decision trees, 

Cased based 

reasoning 

Win NT Microsoft 

Access 

Business 

Object 

Business 

Miner 

Neural nets, 

Machine learning 

Win NT ODBC 

Data 

Distilleries 

Data Surveyor Comprehensive, 

Can mix DM 

UNIX ODBC, ODBC 

compliant 

DBMiner 

Technology 

Inc. 

DBMiner OLAP analysis, 

Association, 

Classification, 

Clustering 

algorithm 

Win NT Microsoft 7.0 

OLAP MGr 

IBM Intelligent 

Miner 

Classification, 

Association rules, 

Predictive models 

UNIX (AIX) IBM DB2 

SAS Enterprise 

Miner 

Decision trees, 

Association rules, 

Regression, 

Neural nets, 

Clustering 

UNIX (Solaris), 

Win NT, 

Macintosh 

ODBC, Oracle, 

AS/400 

Silicon 

Graphics 

MineSet Decision trees, 

Association rules 

UNIX (Irix) Oralce, 

Sybase, 

Informix 

Table 1.1: Data Mining Tools 
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Most of the data mining tools use the ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) interface. Most of 

the tools work in the Microsoft Windows environment and a few works in the UNIX operating 

system. Table 1.1 represents the various data mining tools along with their vendors, technique 

used, platform and user interface. 

1.3  The KDD Process 

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is process of extracting useful knowledge from 

volumes of data [6]. A collaborative design of KDD process in distributed environment is 

proposed to provide effective support to users [7]. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) 

and Data Mining are rapidly emerging interdisciplinary field. Data Mining as discussed above is 

the process of extracting meaningful information and patterns to make decisions and currently 

the hot area to work and. Data mining itself is  a step in the knowledge discovery process as 

shown in figure 2 [3. A data warehouse is a repository where the data is stored. This data is non-

volatile, of historic nature and subject-oriented.  

Knowledge Discovery in Databases is ―the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, 

potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns in data‖. Knowledge Discovery in 

Databases merges together database management, statistics, data visualization, clustering, 

machine learning, expert systems and artificial intelligence. The Knowledge Discovery in 

Databases process comprises of following iterative steps [3]. 

i. Data Selection:  The data irrelevant data is removed at this step and data which is of our 

use is kept for analysis. 

ii. Data Cleaning: Data cleaning process removes the noisy and irrelevant data from the 

selected data. 

iii. Data Integration: Data from different data sources that are usually heterogeneous are 

grouped and integrated to from a single dataset. 

iv. Data Transformation: At this step, data is transformed into form that is suitable for the 

process of mining so that appropriate technique could be applied. 

v. Data Mining: This step as we told earlier mines information and patterns that are of user 

interests. 
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Figure 1.3: Data mining as a step in the KDD process 

vi. Pattern Evaluation: Patterns discovered at data mining step are evaluated and certain 

decisions are made.  

vii. Knowledge Representation: At this step, the knowledge discovered is represented in 

suitable form that can user easily analyzed. Most common way is representing knowledge in 

form of visual ways. 

viii. Actions: In this step discovered knowledge is applied in real life operations and tasks. 

Implementation of knowledge is the ultimate goal of KDD process. 

It is important to say here that Data Mining is a step in KDD process, which takes only 15% to 

25% of the overall effort. KDD process has application in different areas like hospital 

information system (HIS) [8] and others. 
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1.4  Thesis Overview 

After introducing the data mining, the tools and techniques, KDD process the rest of work is 

organized in the following six chapters. 

 Chapter2 It provides an overview to classification task of data mining and discusses the 

basic procedure of ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm. After giving a brief overview of 

the ACO algorithm, it gives a direction to how ACO algorithm can be implemented in 

classification task of data mining. 

 Chapter3 provides the details of related work in this field i.e. classification using ACO 

in data mining. It discusses the various approaches proposed by the various authors and also 

reflects light on the future direction that can be followed for rules classification using ant colony 

optimization algorithm. 

 Chapter4 discusses the proposed approach and provides details of the new rule 

generating procedure that has been proposed.  

 Chapter 5 computes and analyses the results obtained while comparing the proposed 

approach with the other standard algorithm in this field. The result is compared in terms of 

average predictive accuracy, average number of rules generated and average number of terms 

per rules. 

 Chapter6 contains conclusion and scope for future work. Further modification and 

improvement that can be done in this direction have been suggested. 
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           CHAPTER 2 

CLASSIFICATION USING ACO 

 

2.1 OVERVIEW 

The process of classification is among several data mining tasks whose aim is to find a model 

that can represent a relationship between the predictor attributes i.e. attributes whose class is to 

be predicted and the class attributes’ values. For classification task, different strategies have been 

applied which are comprehensible to users. Over the years, many biologically inspired 

algorithms like PSO, ACO have been used in classification. These evolutionary algorithms have 

provided good results and able to predict class more accurately than previous algorithms. This 

chapter is dedicated to those evolutionary algorithm and there procedure i.e. the way they are 

implemented for classification task of data mining. The whole chapter is divided into three 

sections. Section 1 details the classification process. Section 2 discussed the evolutionary 

algorithms which have been implemented in data mining for classification purpose. Section 3 

enlightens the procedure how ACO has been used for generating rules which are more 

comprehensible to users.  

2.2 CLASSIFICATION IN DATA MINING 

Classification is a data mining task in which the aim is to discover, from labeled case, a model 

that can be used to predict the class of unlabeled cases [3]. Classification is the most popular data 

mining technique. It is the most frequent occurring task of human decision making and assigns 

an object to a predefined class according to its characteristics [9], [10]. Many problems in 

different areas such as image and pattern recognition, medical science, engineering, credit risk 

evaluation can be considered as classification problems. 

2.2.1 TYPES OF CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUE 

Various classification techniques like linear and logistic regression, decision trees and rules, k-

nearest neighbor classifier, support vector machine (SVM), neural network has been proposed 

[11], [12]. Some of these techniques provide high accuracy but there user comprehensibility is 
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low i.e. model presented by these techniques is not easily understandable by human [12], [13]. 

Some techniques provide both accuracy and comprehensibility [14], [15]. So, classification 

techniques can be divided into basic five categories: 

 Statistical-Based Algorithms 

 Distance-Based Algorithms 

 Decision Tree Based Algorithms 

 Neural Network Based Algorithms 

 Rule Based Algorithms 

These techniques have been discussed below in details. 

2.2.1.1 Statistical Based Algorithms 

Statistical based algorithms are supervised learning methods that generalize a set of training data 

by creating a mathematical equation one or more input attributes to a single output attribute. 

Many statistical based methods have been developed. Bayesian classification and regression 

analysis are two most widely used statistical based methods.  

Figure 1 shows simple linear regression with one input value. This model is an estimate of what 

an input-output relationship is. This linear generated model can be used to predict an output 

value given an input value using the formula 

    Y = c0 + c1x1 + ………….. + cnxn   (2.1) 

   

Figure 2.1: Simple Linear Regression 
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There are many reasons why linear regression may not be used to estimate output data. Linear 

regression model is quite sensitive to noisy and outlier data. Due to presence of these, the 

equation of line may change to 

  Y = c0 + c1x1 + ………….. + cnxn + €, where € is random error.  (2.2) 

Regression can be used to perform classification using two different approaches: 

1. Division: The data are divided into regions based on class. 

2. Prediction: Formulas are generated to predict the output class value. 

In the first case, the data is plotted into n-dimensional space without any explicit class value 

known. Through regression, the space is divided into regions-one per class. While in second 

approach, a value for each class is included in the graph. Using regression, the formula for a line 

to predict class values is generated. 

Bayesian classification is based on the Bayes rule of conditional probability which states that 

   P(H | E) = P(E | H) x P(H) / P(E)   (2.3) 

Where H is the hypothesis to be tested and E is the evidence associated with the hypothesis. 

From classification point of view, the hypothesis is the dependent variable and represents the 

predicted class. The evidence is determined by the values of the input attribute. P(E | H) is the 

conditional probability that H is true given evidence E. P(H) is a prior probability, which denotes 

the probability of the hypothesis before presentation of any evidence. The naïve Bayesian 

classifier or simple Bayesian classifier performs following steps for classification [3]. 

1. Let d be the training set of tuples and their associated class labels. Each tuple is 

represented by an n-dimensional attribute vector, X = (x1, x2, ……., xn). 

2. Let there are m classes. Classifier predicts that X belongs to the class having highest 

posterior probability, condition on X. A tuple X belong to class Ci if and only if  

P(Ci | X) > P(Cj | X)    for 1≤ j ≤ m, j ≠ i.   (2.4) 

Where, P(Ci | X) = P(X | Ci) x P(Ci) / P(X) 

 Here P(X) is constant for all classes. 
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3. Assuming that the class attributes’ values are conditionally independent of one another, 

P(X | Ci ) is calculated as : 

P(X | Ci ) = P(x1 | Ci ) × P(x2 | Ci ) ×……. × P(xn | Ci )  (2.5) 

So to predict the class label of X, P(X | Ci )P(Ci ) is calculated fro each class Ci. The classifier 

predicts that the class label of the tuple X is class Ci if and only if  

  P(X | Ci )P(Ci ) > P(X | Cj )P(Cj )    for 1≤ j ≤ m, j ≠ i.  (2.6) 

Bayesian classifiers are best among all classifier in the sense that they produces minimum error 

rate. Bayesian classifiers have been used for pattern recognition [28], speech recognition [29], 

feature extraction [30], and feature based sentimental classification [31]. In [32], a comparison is 

made between the neural network and Bayesian classifiers. 

2.2.1.2 Distance Based Algorithms 

Distance based algorithms are based on the concept that objects or items belonging to same class 

have more similarity to each other than to the objects and items of different class. The similarity 

measures here can be the distance between the item and the class attribute. Most common 

distance based algorithm used for classification is K-Nearest Neighbor. 

K-Nearest Neighbor classifiers comes under the category of lazy learners [3] i.e. when a training 

tuple is given, a lazy learner simply stores it, and waits until it is given a test tuple. In this 

method, a training tuple with n attributes is represented as a point in n dimensional space. So, all 

training tuples are stored in n dimensional space. When a test tuple is give, K-Nearest Neighbor 

searches for K tuples in the n dimensional space i.e. Pattern space for K tuples that are closely 

related to the given test tuple.  

―Similarity‖ or ―closeness‖ is measured in term of Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance 

between two tuples, say, T1 = (t11, t12,……, t1n) and T2 = (t21,t22,……, t2n) is defined as:  

    Dis(T1, T2) = SQRT(∑
n
i=1(x1i-x2i)

2
)  (2.7) 
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This formula works well when the attributes values are numeric. If the values are categorical 

then, we just compare the corresponding values of the attribute in tuple T1 with that in tuple T2. 

The continuous values of attribute A can be normalized to convert them in a range [0, 1] by  

    v
’ 
= v –minA / maxA - minA    (2.8) 

Problem with Nearest Neighbor classifiers is that they are slow. If number of training tuples is D 

and K = 1, then O(D) comparisons are required to classify a given test tuple. Many techniques 

can be used to speed up the classification process like partial distance, pruning, editing. In partial 

distance method, the distance is calculated based on the subset of the n attributes. If this distance 

is greater than a specified threshold, then further calculation for that tuple is halted and move 

next tuple. In pruning method, the tuple that proves to be useless is removed and thus number of 

tuples to compare becomes less than the original set of tuples. 

An improvement in k-nearest neighbor classifier is done where k nearest neighbor for each class 

of training set is calculated separately and mean is calculated for these k neighbors [33], [34]. K-

nearest neighbor is used for many biometric applications like real-time finger and wrist control 

[35], brain image retrieval [36].These have been used to check quality of drinking water [37], for 

intrusion detection system [38].  

2.2.1.3 Decision Tree Based Algorithms 

Decision tree based algorithms are most useful approaches in classification problems and comes 

under eager learner category i.e. when a training case is given, it will construct a generalization 

model before receiving new test case to classify. In this method of classification, a tree is 

constructed to model the classification process. Once the tree is built, it is applied to each test 

case that is to be classified. A decision tree has following properties: 

 Each internal node is labeled with an attribute, Ai. 

 Each arc is labeled with a predicate that can be applied to the attribute associated with the 

parent. 

 Each leaf node is labeled with the class, Cj. 
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Fig. shows a decision tree for the problem of buys_computer [3]. Here each internal node is 

represented with the attribute (age, student, credit_rating) and the leaf nodes represent the class. 

In this case, there are two classes i.e. no and yes. 

    

Figure 2.2: Decision Tree for Classification 

Classification using decision tree is a two steps process: 

1. Create the decision tree using Decision Tree Induction. 

2. For each test case, use the decision tree to predict its class. 

The major factors that affect the performance of decision tree algorithms are: 

 Choosing the splitting attributes i.e. which attribute is selected to partition the test cases 

into individual classes. 

 Order of splitting attributes i.e. order in which splitting attribute is selected. . 

 Tree structure i.e. whether tree is balanced or unbalanced. There should be fewest levels 

if possible.  

 Stopping criteria i.e. creation of tree should be stop when training data is classified 

perfectly. 

Many decision tree based techniques like ID3, CART, C4.5 have been developed and used for 

classification task of data mining. Decision tree algorithms have been used for classifying 

emotions [39]. An improved decision tree ID3 algorithm is used to classify the imbalanced, noisy 

and dispersive data in forensic [40]. Decision trees have been used for diagnostic purposes [41] 

also. 

Age ? 

   Student? Credit_rating?    Yes 

   no    yes     no    

Yes 

middle_aged 

    youth senior 

no yes fair excellent 
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2.2.1.4 Neural Network Based Algorithms 

In these techniques, a model to classify a given set of training case developed. These techniques 

provide good results in terms of predictive accuracy. But the model created using these 

techniques are not easily interpretable by human. To solve a classification problem using neural 

network involves following steps: 

1. Determine the number of output nodes and what attributes would be used as input. The 

number of hidden layers must be decided. 

2. Determine the weights and function to be used. 

3. For each case in the training set, propagate it through the network and evaluate the output 

prediction to the actual result. If prediction is accurate, adjust labels to ensure that this 

prediction has a higher output weight the next time. Otherwise, adjust the weights to 

provide a lower output value for this class. 

4. For each case, Ci in dataset, propagate it through the network and make the appropriate 

classification. 

Figure shows the basic structure of a neural network i.e. it has three layers namely, Input layer, 

Hidden layer, Output layer. These layers are connected to each other via weights along edge 

connecting from each node in previous layer and next layer. 

 

     Figure 2.3: Neural Network 
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Many models like multilayer feed-forward network, radial basis function network, etc have been 

developed. Neural network algorithms have many advantages for classification: 

 Neural networks are more robust than decision trees because of weights. 

 There is low error rate and thus have high degree of accuracy. 

 They have better performance in noisy environment. 

 They improve its performance by learning. 

Though neural networks have many advantages, there is some short coming also. 

 Neural networks are difficult to understand i.e. user comprehensibility is low. 

 Neural networks are quite expensive to use. 

 Input values must be numeric. 

Neural networks are used in many biometric applications like for face recognition systems [42], 

identification of hand movements [43]. In other applications, neural networks are used to 

personalized TV programs [44], star identification [45]. Radial Basis Function (RBF) model of 

neural network are used for vegetable price prediction [46].  

2.2.1.5 Rule Based Algorithms 

Rule based algorithms are straightforward way to perform classification. Rules are the best way 

to represent the information and are easily understandable by human i.e. have high 

comprehensibility [3]. Rule based algorithms have a set of IF-THEN rules to classify the data. 

An IF-THEN rule is of form [3] 

 IF condition THEN conclusion. 

For example, consider a rule R1, 

R1: IF age = youth AND student = yes THEN buys_computer = yes. 

The condition part is also known as antecedent part and is a conjunction of attributes. The 

conclusion part is called as rule’s consequent part and contains the class predicted when all 

attributes in antecedent part satisfy the conditions. 
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Rule based classification algorithms are best way of classification as rules can be easily 

interpreted by human. Rule based classification algorithms have been used for linguistic feature 

selection [47], ocean satellite image classification based on ontology [48], texture analysis [49]. 

We also have discussed how rule based classification is implemented using evolutionary 

technique i.e. ant colony optimization (ACO). 

2.2.2 EVALUATING ACCURACY OF A CLASSIFIER 

There are a lots of techniques used to measure the accuracy of a classifier. Most of these 

techniques are based on random partitioning of given dataset. These techniques may increase 

overall computation time. Some of these techniques are discussed under [3]: 

 Holdout Method and Random Sub sampling: In this method, the data set is partitioned 

into two independent sets i.e. training set and test set. The training set is used to derive the 

model while the test set is used to measure accuracy of the model. Random sub sampling is 

a variant of holdout method in which the holdout method is repeated k- times. 

 Cross-validation: In this method, the initial data is partitioned into k mutually exclusive 

subsets. Training and testing is performed k times. In i
th

 iteration, partition Di acts as the test 

set while other partitions act as training set. We have also used cross-validation technique to 

measure the predictive accuracy of our model. 

 Bootstrap: This method samples the given training tuples uniformly with replacement i.e. 

each time a tuple is selected, it is equally likely to be selected again and re-added to the 

training set. 

 

2.3 EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS 

Evolutionary algorithms, subset of evolutionary computation in artificial intelligence, are generic 

population based meta-heuristic optimization algorithms [16]. These algorithms are biological 

inspired where the heuristic function which is problem dependent determines the environment in 

which the solution lives. Now a day, a number of biologically inspired algorithms e.g. genetic 

algorithm, ant colony optimization has been developed. These algorithms have been used in 

different domains in human life like image processing, data mining, medical sciences etc. The 

reason of using these algorithms over traditional algorithms is their accuracy in determining the 

solution. 
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2.3.1 Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic Algorithms [17] are a family of computational models inspired by evolution. It is a 

global optimization method that manipulates a string of numbers in a manner similar to how 

chromosomes are changed in biological evolution. It solves a minimization problem by 

converting it into a maximization problem and finds global maxima. An initial population made 

up of strings of numbers is chosen at random or is specified by the user. Each string of numbers 

is called a "chromosome" or an "individual," and each number slot is called a "gene." A set of 

chromosomes forms a population. Each chromosome represents a given number of traits which 

are the actual parameters that are being varied to optimize the "fitness function". The fitness 

function is a performance index that we seek to maximize.  

Genetic algorithm basically works in iterative manner and generates the new population from the 

old population. Each string in the population is represented in binary form. Genetic algorithm 

involves three genetic operators named selection, crossover, and mutation and applies these 

operators on the initial population strings to produce a new generation of strings. This iterative 

process improves the quality of the solution successively. The process ends when an optimal 

solution is found. Figure 1 shows how genetic algorithm iteratively finds the solution to a 

problem. The three basic operators perform the following functionalities: 

1) Selection: Selection operator selects a proportion of the existing population to produce a new 

population. Selection criteria is based on the value of the fitness function i.e. population with 

good fitness value is selected for crossover at next step. Fitness function is the problem 

dependent heuristic function and measures the quality of the solution. 

2) Crossover: This operator is used to generate the new population when the parent population 

is crossover. In crossover, a random point along the length of chromosomes is selected and 

genes of one chromosome after this point are swapped with the genes of another 

chromosome. Different methods are used for selection of chromosomes before applying 

crossover operator like roulette wheel selection, rank selection and tournament selection etc. 

Many crossover techniques are used depending on the selection of point along the length of 

chromosome e.g. single point crossover, two point crossover, cut and slice etc [15]. 

3) Mutation: Mutation operator is used to provide stochasticity to the solution and maintain 

genetic diversity between the two generations. In mutation, an arbitrary bit is changed from 
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its initial state. Different mutation types involve bit string mutation, gaussian mutation, non-

uniform mutation etc [16]. Mutation operator prevents the local minima by avoiding the 

chromosome population from being similar. 

These three operators are applied iteratively until the optimized solution is found, starting from 

the initial population which is selected at random. 

                                              

Figure 2.4: Genetic Algorithm Flow Chart 

Genetic algorithm based approach has been used for classification task in data mining. It has 

been used to extract features [18], [19]. It is also used to discover knowledge from database by 

combining with neural network [20]. Fuzzy classification based models have been proposed in 

paper [21], [22] which are based on genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms are used to develop 

face recognition systems and discovering rules from biological data [23], [24], and [25]. Genetic 

algorithms are also used for clustering task of data mining [26]. 
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2.3.2 Particle Swarm Optimization 

The technique [27] generates a set of relevant solutions called population and then finds an 

optimal solution through searching and updating the past history of the particles of the 

population. It is influenced by cognitive and social behavior of the swarms. Each particle has 

some velocity according to which it moves in the multi-dimensional space. Each particle also has 

memory to keep information of its previously visited space. 

 

Figure 2.5: Particle Swarm Optimization(PSO) flow chart 
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The PSO algorithm is guided by two factors: 

a) Movement of the particle in local neighborhood. 

b) Movement of the particle in global neighborhood. 

Local Best Solutions: - are the best solutions due to particle itself searching for the best solution 

in the restricted swarm. 

Global Best Solution: - is the best solution due to all the particles participating in the solution 

space. For each iteration, Local and global best positions are updated only if better solution is 

found. 

Notations 

i) Position of the i
th

 particle:- 

Xi = (Xi1, Xi2, ….., XiN) is the i
th

 particle of the swarm. Here, the first subscript 

denotes the particle number and the second subscript denotes the dimension. 

ii) Velocity of the i
th

 particle:- 

Vi = (Vi1, Vi2, ….., ViN) 

iii) Local best position Xbest of the swarm:- 

Xbest = (Pi1, Pi2, ….., PiN) 

iv) Velocity Update:- 

Vid
(k+1)

 = (ω*vid
k
 + γ1*α(Xbestid – Xid

k
) + γ2*β(gbest-Xid

k
)) 

Where, i = (1, 2,…, m) is the number of swarms. 

d= (1, 2,…, N) is the dimension of the objective function to be optimized 

gbest is the global best solution of the swarm. 

k is the iteration number. 

w is the inertia weight to control the previous velocity vector of the swarm on the new 

one. It is a tradeoff between global and local exploration and helps in reducing the 

number of iterations for searching an optimal solution. 

γ1 and γ2 are the random numbers between 0 and 1. 

α is called the cognitive parameter. 

β is called the social parameter. 

Generally, α + β <=4 and by default, α = β =2. 
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v) Position Update:- 

Xid
(k+1)

 = xid
k
 + (Vid

(k+1)
 / q) 

Where, q is the correction factor (optional) to speed up the convergence process. 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) based algorithm are used for various data mining tasks i.e. for 

clustering [50]-[53], for classification [54]-[56]. PSO is also used for association rule mining 

[57]. 

2.3.3 Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) 

Ant colony optimization is an optimization algorithm based on swarm intelligence and was 

initially proposed by Marco Dorigo in 1992. Since then, ACO has been formalized into meta-

heuristic for solving optimization problem by many authors [58], [59]. A meta-heuristic is a set 

of algorithmic concepts that can be used to define heuristic methods applicable to a wide set of 

different problems [59]. A meta-heuristic is general-purpose algorithmic framework that can be 

applied to different optimization problems with relatively few modifications. Examples of meta-

heuristics include simulated annealing [60], [61], tabu search [62]-[64], iterated local search [65], 

evolutionary computation [66]-[69], and ant colony optimization [70], [58], [59], [71]. 

Ants which are completely blind or have a limited visual capability are able to locate the shortest 

path between the food and the nest. Ants use released pheromones as communication medium. 

When an ant walks from the food source to nest, it drops pheromone on the ground, thereby 

making a trail of pheromone. The path with greater amount of pheromones deposited on it is 

more likely to be followed by the ants. In this way, ants build candidate solution to optimization 

problem based on their pheromone and heuristic function. Heuristic function is the problem 

dependent function. After iterative process of building candidate solutions, ants are able to 

converge to optimal solution. 
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Figure 2.6 shows the movement of ant between food and nest. 

 

Figure 2.6: A. Ants in a pheromone trail between nest and food; B: an obstacle interrupts the 

trail; C: ants find two paths to go around the obstacle; D: a new pheromone trail is formed along 

the shorter path. 

So, while designing ant colony optimization algorithm, following points should be considered [72]: 

1. Problem representation for which ants create/modify a solution using probabilistic transition rule, 

based on the amount of pheromone and a local problem dependant heuristic. 

2. Construction of valid solution by a proper procedure i.e. solutions that are legal in real world. 

3. Problem dependant heuristic function that measures the quality of items that can be added to 

current partial solution. 

4. Tactics for updating the pheromone 

5. Probabilistic transition rule based on pheromone trail and heuristic function. 

ACO has been used to find a solution of different problems [70], like scheduling [73], [74], 

travelling salesman problem [71], [75], [76], timetabling [77], vehicle routing [78], [79], [80], 

and routing in packet switched networks [81]. Recently, ant colony optimization (ACO) 

algorithms have been used in data mining domain both in clustering [82], [83] and classification 

[84], [85], [86]. 
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2.4 USING ACO FOR CLASSIFICATION IN DATA MINING 

The first use of ant colony optimization (ACO) for classification task of data mining was 

reported in [84] by Parpinelli et al. and named as AntMiner. AntMiner algorithm follows a 

sequential strategy by creating one rule at a time until all the training cases are covered by the 

rules created or the training cases left are few. The high level pseudo code of the Ant miner 

algorithm is given in Pseudo code 1 [87]. 

Training Sets = {all training examples}; 

DiscoveredRuleList = {} /* initialized with empty list */ 

repeat 

each trail is initialized with same amount of 

Pheromone; 

repeat 

An ant incrementally constructs a candidate classification rule; 

Prune the just-constructed rule; 

Update the pheromone of all trails; 

until (stopping criteria) 

Choose the best rule out of all candidate rules constructed by all ants; 

 Best rule is added to DiscoveredRuleList; 

Training Sets = Training Sets – {examples correctly covered by best rule}; 

until (stopping criteria) 

Pseudo code 1:  A high-level description of the original Ant-Miner 

The inner repeat-until loop incrementally constructs a candidate rule. The whole process starts with 

an empty rule and incrementally adds one term to the current constructed rule. This process of 

constructing rule ends when either of the two criterion is met: adding the term to the current rule 

makes it to cover number of training cases less than user specified threshold, or all the attributes have 

been added to the current rule i.e., there are no more attributes to be added to the rule. After the rule 

construction process is finished, the rule created is pruned to remove the irrelevant terms from the 

rule and to increase the quality of the rule. Rule pruning strategy used in [87] is same as used in [88]. 

The pheromone amount associated with the terms present in the current generated rule is increased 

based on the rule quality. The quality of the rule is expressed by formula [89] given below: 
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Q= sensitivity x Specificity   (2.9) 

Rules creation process is repeated until the maximum number of iterations of process has reached or 

the rule covers the minimum number of training cases. After rule is pruned, the amount of pheromone 

associated to terms included in the rule is updated using equation: 

Tij(t+1)=Tij(t) + tij(t)*Q,            for all i, j ε R   (2.10) 

For the terms that do not occur in rule, a pheromone evaporation strategy should be carried out. For 

this purpose the pheromone amount associated with the term Tij is decreased by dividing the current 

value by summation of all Tij, for all i, j.  

The repeat-until loop is ended when either of the two stopping criteria is met: number of constructed 

rules is equal or greater than maximum number of ants specified by user or the rule constructed by the 

current ant is same as created by any other previous ant. After the repeat-until loop is completed, the 

best rule generated is added to the list of discovered rule. It may be noted that, each iteration of while 

loop corresponds to a single rule. Training cases satisfied by generated rules are removed from the 

training set. This process is repeated until all the test cases are classified or the numbers of test cases 

left are few.  

The probability of that a termij is chosen to be added to the current partial rule is  

Pij = ηij.τij(t) / ∑
a
i=1 xi.∑

bi
j=1(ηij.τij(t))   (2.11) 

Where, ηij is problem dependent heuristic function for termij. τij(t) is amount of pheromone associated 

with termij at iteration t. a is total number of attributes. xi is set to one if attribute Ai was not yet used 

by the current ant or to zero, otherwise. Bi is number of values in the domain of the i
th

 attribute. 

2.5 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we have discussed all the various types of classification, evolutionary algorithms that 

have been used in data mining. We also see how ant colony optimization (ACO) has been proposed 

and used for classification task of data mining. In the next chapter, we have discussed the related 

work in the classification task of data mining using ACO and also discussed the direction where 

work can be done to make AntMiner more robust and fast. 
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           CHAPTER 3 

   RELATED WORK AND PROPOSED APPROACHES 

 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

This chapter throws lights on the related work that has been done by different authors and researchers 

in the field of generating classification rules using ant colony optimization. It includes the various 

versions of ant-miner starting with the original Ant-Miner which was the very first algorithm for 

classification task of data mining proposed in 2002. The chapter is divided two sections. Section 3.1 

discusses the related work and different versions of original Ant-Miner proposed by different 

researchers. Section 3.2 discusses the problem statement and a direction to proposed approach. 

3.2 RELATED WORK 

Since Parpinelli et al. [84], [87] first applied the ACO algorithm in data mining known as Ant-Miner 

algorithm, a number of different variants have been proposed and successfully implemented for rules 

classification. The major areas for future research in Ant-Miner [87] proposed by Parpinelli were:  

 the types of attributes it handles,  

 heuristic function used to select the next term to be added to current rule,  

 and pheromone updating strategy.  

After Parpinelli providing a direction to future scope in applying ant colony optimization (ACO) for 

classification task of data mining, numerous authors and researchers focused on different future 

directions and proposed different versions of original Ant-Miner.    

3.2.1 Versions of Ant-Miner 

Various versions of Ant-Miner are proposed that try to overcome the various limitations in original 

Ant-Miner and enhance it with different strategies. This sub-section discussed the various versions of 

original Ant-Miner. 
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3.2.1.1 cAnt-Miner 

Basically a dataset can contain different types of attributes. Most commonly used are continuous 

attributes and categorical attributes. Paper [87] discussed the way of handling categorical attributes 

only. The continuous attributes are discretized first in the preprocessing steps. F. Otero [90], [91] 

discussed the way of handling continuous attributes. The new version, he proposed of Ant-Miner i.e. 

cAnt-Miner sets thresholds on values in continuous attributes’ domain dynamically while the rule is 

under construction. cAnt-Miner can handle continuous attributes directly, there was no need of 

discretization in preprocessing step. 

3.2.1.2 Multi-Pheromone Ant System 

Multi-Pheromone Ant System was proposed by Khalid M. Salama and Ashraf M. Abdelbar in [92]. The 

original Ant-Miner [87] was could handle only the categorical attributes, so the operator used for 

attribute and its value was ―=‖. In multi-pheromone ant system, four different extensions have been 

proposed: 

1) Allowing logical negation operator in antecedent part of the rule.  

2) Using stubborn ants i.e. ants that uses own personal history. 

3) Different types of pheromones for different rule class permitted. 

4) Allowing each ant to have its own value of α and β stating that each ant has its own personality.  

In this Ant-Miner version, the idea is something like that every class deposits different pheromone 

value on terms. In rule construction, ant is affected by the pheromone value in pheromone array 

corresponding to the respective rule class. Updating is also done on the same concept and ant deposits 

pheromone on the terms that belongs to that trial. Each class value was also shown in form of node. For 

more details about the pheromone update equation and heuristic function, refer to [92]. 

 

3.2.1.3 Ant-Miner3 

Leu [85] proposed a new Ant-Miner3 that lies on density based heuristic function. The original Ant-

Miner used the concept of entropy to find the heuristic value. However, ACO algorithm may not 

require the right information in this heuristic value as the small errors can be compensated by using 
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pheromone. So we can define a simpler heuristic that may do the work as being performed by the 

complex one. As a result, Leu [85] proposed in this paper the following easily computable density 

estimation equation:  

ηij = majority_classTij / mod(Tij) where,  

majority_classTij is partition Tij majority class. This heuristic showed results equivalent to the result 

obtained using entropy function. Though this idea of using density function as heutistic function was 

not new, it had been widely used in Bayesian classification and Lazy Bayes Rule. But using it in Ant-

Miner domain was new. For further reading, refer to [85]. 

3.2.1.4 Ant-Miner+  

Another version AntMiner+ was proposed which was typically based on the MAX-MIN ant system. In 

this an environment was defined for ants to walk. Parameters were also set automatically. Directed 

graph that acted as the environment for ants to move was defined. Ants travel from one vertex to 

another forming a rule. Ant creating best rule was allowed to update pheromone of terms or node on the 

path it covered. You can get further details about the working of Ant-Miner+, refer to [93]. 

3.2.1.5 cAnt-MinerPB 

The latest version of cAnt_Miner is discussed in [94] named cAnt-MinerPB. This proposed 

algorithm uses the sequential covering approach to generate rules while taking into consideration 

rule interaction. This paper deals with the idea that a rule’s outcome can affect the rules that can be 

generated after that rule because every time a rule is generated the search space is changed as the 

training data covered by the rule is removed.This new ant-miner algorithm was compared with 

other state-of-art algorithm i.e. cAnt-Miner, PSO/ACO2, CN2, PART, JRip. The experiment results 

and comparison showed that cAnt-MinerPB is better than other algorithm when predictive accuracy, 

average number of rules generated and average number of terms per rule are measured. For more 

about cAnt-MinerPB, refer to [94]. 

 

3.2.2 Other related work 

Paper [95], [96] proposed different types of pheromones for each rule class permitted i.e. the rule class 

is selected by the ant and then corresponding pheromone is deposited and pheromone updating strategy 

respectively. 
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A. Chan [97] has proposed a new way to prune rule generated using ant colony algorithm. This work 

combines the original Ant-Miner method of rule pruning with a rule pruning on the basis of information 

gain discussed as in [98]. For more on information gain, refer to [99]. Rule pruning procedure 

explained in [97] is a new hybrid rule pruner i.e. it combines original rule pruning method to rule 

pruning based on information gain. In this method, first calculate the information gain for each term 

using all cases in training set. A user defined variable, r, to define the number to terms given to original 

ant pruning method.  

 In this hybrid rule pruning method, the parameter, r, is user defined. Value of r is to be chosen 

carefully. They have also given a future direction to choose the value of r automatically and developed 

hybrid rule pruning method that is adaptive. Paper [94] also guides future direction to evaluate a global 

method to prune rule. In global method, a rule is pruned while taking into consideration its effects on 

other rules in the list. 

3.3 CONLUSION 

So, from all the literature survey and related work in the direction of rule classification in data mining 

using ACO algorithm, it can be concluded that the work on the rule pruning procedure is an area still to 

be explored. In our work, we have proposed a new global rule pruning procedure that will count the 

effect of removing a term from rule while pruning on other rules in the list. This new global pruner will 

also estimate the association among the terms in the rule generated and based on the estimation 

concludes whether the current term should be removed from the rule or not.  
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CHAPTER 4 

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PROPOSED APPROACH 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

Literature survey done in chapter 3 shows that there are numerous directions and areas where 

work can be done to improve the application of ant colony optimization (ACO) in classification 

task of data mining. Chapter 3 also discussed the various versions of original ant-miner proposed 

by various authors also enlighten the future directions given by different authors. In this chapter, 

we have discussed our proposed approach and try to improve the original ant miner in respect of 

numbers of rules generated, average number of terms per rule that define rules’ 

comprehensibility. The whole chapter is divided into subsections. Section 2 defines rule pruning. 

Section 3 states the problem. Section 4 discussed the proposed approach. 

4.2 RULE PRUNING 

Rule pruning is a process where irrelevant terms are removed from the rules that are present in 

it. Rule pruning is done in order to remove the over fitting of training data. It not only avoids 

over fitting but makes the rules simple also as the smaller the rule the better it can be understand 

by user. A rule, R, is pruned if the quality of the pruned version of R is greater than that of 

original R. Various rule pruning strategies like FOIL are there that can be used. 

4.3 PROBLEM DEFINTION 

In the original method of rule pruning in Ant Miner [87], a term is removed from rule by the ant 

until the removal of a term increase the rule quality. It is measured using the formula [89] given 

in equation (4.1). 

 Q = (TP/(TP+FN) * TN/(TN+FP))                                        (4.1) 

Where TP = cases covered by the rule and class is same as predicted by the rule                      

FN = cases covered by the rule and class is different from the class that is predicted by the rule. 
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TN = training cases that rule does not cover and has class is different from that is predicted by 

the rule 

FP = training cases that rule does not cover and has class is same to the one that is predicted by 

the rule 

The pseudo code of rule pruning procedure in original Ant-Miner algorithm [87] is as: 

while (number of terms in the rule antecedent > 1)                                     

for each (Termi in current rule to be pruned)                     

 remove temporarily termi and assign the rule the most occurrence class among the training cases 

covered by the rule;                                             

 Evaluate rule quality;                                                         

 if (rule quality is improved with respect to original rule quality) then                                                                                              

remove that term from rule permanently;                                       

 end for each                                                                                              

 end while 

PseudoCode2. Ant-Miner original rule pruning Procedure. 

In the algorithm discussed in [94], the interaction between the rules is taken into account but the 

pruning procedure used prune the rules locally i.e. one rule is created and pruned without 

considering its effect on other rules in the list. The term selected to be removed from the rule's 

antecedent part of rule should be chosen carefully. There may be association between the 

different terms e.g. in association rules there is a correlation between the terms. This correlation 

or association between the terms should be carefully measured before removing a term from the 

current rule generated. 

4.4 PROPOSED APPROACH 

Before generating the rules and applying rule pruning, first define the environment in which ants 

move. The environment is defined as a directed graph. Directed graph are graph in which there 

is direction from one node to another. The nodes in our case represent the variables or terms. So, 

if variables V1, V2,….., Vn are given with variable Vi having values Valuei1, Valuei2,…..Valueip 

where p is the maximum possible values for variable Vi, then the graph is defined as: 
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Vertices: Vertex is defined for each variable Vi for each of its values Valueij. The complete set 

of vertices is defined as: 

∑
n

i=1 Pi                                (4.2) 

The vertex set for one variable is called as vertex group. 

Correspondence: Correspondence defines the path between the vertices in vertex sets. The path 

or correspondence is defined as: 

Г(Start) = vi,j  i = 1, 2, ……, n 

                      j = 1, 2, ……., pi 

                 Г(vi,j) = vk,l    k=1, 2………, i-1,i+1,….n  

                       l = 1, 2, …….,pk 

The graph as shown in figure 4.1 shows the symmetric graph which defines the environment for 

ants to move for classification and generating rules. 

                          

Figure 4.1: Symmetric graph of environment for ants to move 

In our problem of classification ants discover the classification rules including the terms coming 

in their path to the rule. The high level pseudo code for the proposed approach is shown under: 
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Input: Dataset                                                                

Output: best discovered rules list.                                        

Algorithm:                                                                                     

initialize all termij with same amount of pheromone                     

 Tij(t=0) = 1/∑
a
i=1bi,                                                                             

Where a =number of attributes and bi = possible values attribute Ai .                                                                

 DiscoveredRuleList = []; /*initially empty discovered rule list.                                                                                                

n = 0;                                                                                                 

while (n < maximum iterations  )                                                                                                                                                                 

listn={};                                                                                             

 for  n=1 to no_of_ants                                                                

do                                                                                         

TestCases  = TrainngSet;                                                                                   

 while( TestCases > max_uncovered_cases )                                  

 do                                                  

 HeuristicFunction(TrainingCases);                                                  

rule = CreateRule(TrainingCases);                                                                                                                  

TestCases= TrainingCases – Covered(TrainingCases);                            

listn = listn + rule;                                                                                    

end while                                                                                                                                                                           

end for                                                                                                                       

n= n + 1;                                                                                        

end while   

Prune(listn);    

DiscoveredRuleList = listn                                                                                                                                                              

return DiscoveredRuleList; 

Pseudocode 3: Proposed algorithm. 
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The algorithm discussed above, first generate all the rules and store them in the list in the inner 

do-while loop. After the rules are generated, pruning method is called The probability of 

selecting a termij to add it to current partially formed rule is  

Pij =   ηij .τij(t)                                              (4.3) 

 ∑
a
i=1xi . ∑

bi
j=1(ηij .τij(t)) 

 The heuristic function, ηij, in equation (4.3) used to determine which term should be added to the 

current partial rule is same as used in [87]. This heuristic function is based on the information 

theory [100]. It calculates the value of ηij for the termij on the basis of its entropy. τij(t) is updated 

according to the equation (4.1).Before the algorithm begins, every node have equal amount of 

pheromone. The DiscoveredRuleLIst is empty initially. The training cases are equal to training 

set. Ants generate the rules in the inner while loop and the rules are added to the listn. After all 

the rules are generated, the list is pruned.  

Prune function used above for rule pruning prunes rules globally. It first finds the association 

among the terms in the rules using their support and confidence values. This association helps in 

deciding which terms are important in the rule and should not be discarded. After this step, all 

the irrelevant terms i.e. whose support and confidence is less than a specified threshold are 

removed from rules. Find the confidence value for each rule and select those rules only with 

confidence value greater than the set threshold. At last step, rules are sorted on the basis of their 

confidence. The high level pseudo code for pruning method is as: 

Prune(listn){ 

Step 1: find the association of terms present in the rule to other terms in the rules present in rule 

list. 

Step 2: Select those terms that have higher support and confidence than threshold. 

Step 3: Discard all terms having lower values for support and confidence than specified 

threshold. 

Step 4: Find the confidence of each rule and select rules having confidence value greater than 

the threshold. 

Step 5: Sort the rules on the basis of their confidence. 

} 

Pseudo Code 4: Proposed rule pruning method. 
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After listn is pruned, DiscoveredRuleList is updated by adding all rules in listn to 

DiscoveredruleList. After the algorithm reaches the maximum iteration, the algorithm stops and 

the DiscoveredRuleList is returned. 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

Throughout this chapter, we discussed the problem and then discussed the proposed algorithm. 

We also discussed how the new rule pruning procedure is applied for rule pruning. The 

computational results and analysis of the above algorithm are discussed in next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In order to analyze the new rule pruning method, we have used publically available dataset from 

UCI machine repository [101]. We have carried out result on one dataset named dermatology. 

Table 1 shown below summarized the dataset details. 

Table 1: Dataset details 

Dataset Nominal 

Attributes 

Continuous 

Attributes 

Classes Size 

Dermatology 33 1 6 366 

 

The first column gives name of the dataset used. Other columns indicate nominal attributes, 

continuous attributes, number of classes in the dataset and number of test cases in the dataset 

respectively. We chose this dataset because it contains maximum number of attributes than other 

datasets used in [87]. As the number of attributes increases, the rule pruning process takes more 

time and become complex. So, our aim was to choose the dataset with maximum attributes so as 

to compare the predictive accuracy with respect to result obtained in [87] for that dataset. 

We have compared the result with previously proposed ACO based rules classification 

algorithms. Some of the known such algorithms are as follows: 

1) cAnt-Miner2MDL [90], [91]: This algorithm uses minimum description length (MDL) 

principle [102] to create a threshold for continuous attributes domain values during rule 

generation process. 

2) PSO/ACO2 [54]: This hybrid algorithm deals with both continuous and nominal attributes 

and constructs rules in two steps: nominal attributes are used firstly to create rule’s 

antecedent part and then continuous attributes are added to extend the rule’s antecedent. 

3) CN2 [103]: CN2 is also rule classification algorithm that follows the sequential covering 

approach to construct rules similar to ACO procedure to construct rules. 
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4) cAnt-MinerPB [87]: This algorithm also construct rules while taking rule interaction into 

account i.e. result of one rule can affect other rules subsequently generated. This algorithm 

also deals with both types of attributes i.e. nominal as well as continuous. 

The whole work has been carried out on a system having 2.0 GHz Intel Core Duo processor, 

1GB RAM, and 80 GB hard disk. The software used for implementing the proposed approach is 

MATLAB. Effect of the system parameters is significant. The other approaches with which we 

compare the result is carried out on Intel Xeon 3.33 GHz processor with 8 GB RAM. So, we 

don’t discuss the time complexity parameter and compare it with other algorithm. 

5.1  PARAMETERS SETTING 

The parameters used in the above algorithm are: maximum number of iterations, the colony sizes 

i.e. the number of ants, maximum uncovered test cases, minimum number of test cases covered 

by the ant. These parameters are set as: 

1) no_of_ants = 2000; 

2) min_covered_rules = 10; 

3) max_uncovered_cases = 10; 

4) no_of_iteration = 100; 

There parameters are chosen without any optimization. However, these non-optimized 

parameters also produce good result. 

5.2 EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

Rule pruning is the major concern of our work. So, we first have evaluated the result without 

applying the proposed rule pruning procedure.  

Table 2 shows the experimental results which details the number of rules generated and average 

number of rules generated without using rule pruning. 
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Table 2: Experimental results without rule pruning 

Dataset Number of rules 

produced 

Average number 

of terms per rules 

Dermatology 36 28 

 

From table, it can be analyzed that the number of rules and terms are considerably high i.e. 

rules are not more comprehensible to user. So, we also evaluated the results after applying 

the proposed global rule pruning procedure. Table 3 details the effect of the proposed global 

rule pruning procedure and summarizes the results as shown below: 

Table 3: Experimental results with proposed global rule pruning 

Dataset Number of rules 

produced 

Average number 

of terms per rules 

Dermatology 29 15.43 

 

From results shown in table 3, we can say that the proposed global rule pruning is quite 

affective as the numbers of rules generated have been decreased considerably and the 

number of terms per rule is also less than the original rule. 

5.3 COMPARISON WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS  

Table 4 compares the predictive accuracy of the proposed approach with different above said 

algorithm. From comparison it is clear that ACO algorithm with new proposed rule pruning 

procedure shows predictive accuracy comparative to other algorithms. The predictive accuracy 

of the rules to classify the new training data is 85.38 % according to our approach. We have used 

10-fold cross validation technique to measure the predictive accuracy.  

Table 4 summarizes the comparison. 
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Table 4: Predictive Accuracy 

Algorithm Predictive Accuracy in % 

cAnt-Miner2MDL 89.52  

PSO/ACO2 91.80 

CN2 91.79  

cAnt-MinerPB 92.46  

Proposed Approach 85.38 

 

Table 5 and Table 6 represent the average number of rules generated and average number of 

terms in the discovered rules respectively. Average number of rules discovered is a measure for 

end users’ comprehensibility [104].  

Table 5: Number of Rules 

Algorithm Average number of rules 

cAnt-Miner2MDL 9.21 

PSO/ACO2 10.27  

CN2 18.80  

cAnt-MinerPB 19.21  

Proposed Approach 29 

 

Table 6: Average number of terms per Rule 

Algorithm 
Average number of terms 

per rule 

CAnt-Miner2MDL 20.47  

PSO/ACO2 30.61  

CN2 48.41  

CAnt-MinerPB 44.39  

Proposed Approach 15.43 
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Comparison shows that though the number of rules discovered is little bit high yet the proposed 

approach is competitive to other algorithms in terms of average number of terms per rule. The 

number of terms per rule i.e. size of the classification modal is also lowest according to our 

approach so the rules are more comprehensible to users. Figure 5.1-5.3 shows the results in bar 

chart form for proper visualization. 

 

Figure 5.1: Comparative Analysis (Average Accuracy) 
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Figure 5.2: Comparative Analysis (Average Terms per Rule) 

 

Figure 5.3: Comparative Analysis (Number of Rules) 
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Figure 5.4-5.6 shows the effect of setting confidence threshold on the number of rules generated, 

average number of terms per rule, average accuracy in bar graph form. 

 

Figure 5.4: Comparative Analysis (Number of Rules v/s Threshold) 

 

Figure 5.5: Comparative Analysis (Average Terms per Rule v/s Threshold) 
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Figure 5.6: Comparative Analysis (Average Accuracy v/s Threshold) 

 

5.4  CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we discussed and analyzed the experimental results. We saw how the proposed 

global rule pruning procedure is effective. We also compare the results with other popular 

algorithms and conclude that the results obtained using proposed global rule pruning procedure 

is quite satisfactory and competitive to these popular algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 OVERVIEW 

This chapter concludes the work carried out to generate rules with global rule pruning procedure 

and provides direction to future work. Subsection 1 concludes the thesis. Section 2 provides the 

various directions to future work that can be followed. 

 

6.2 CONCLUSION 

Classification is the interesting and most likely task of data mining. Rules based classification is 

among the various types of classification techniques. Using rules based classification has its own 

importance in terms of user’s comprehensibility i.e. rules can be easily understand and interpret 

by a man who has no idea of how the process of classification is being carried out over others 

methods of generating rules e.g. support vector machines(SVM) and neural networks for 

classification. 

Different ancient rules based classification methods have been proposed like C4.5, CART. Over 

the years, classification was carried out with the help of evolutionary algorithms which were 

inspired by the biological behavior of swarms. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) and Ant 

colony optimization (ACO) are two major used evolutionary algorithms in this field. Ant colony 

optimization (ACO) was first applied in 2002 for generating rules where ant behavior of solving 

a problem was used. That original ant-miner was named Ant-miner and provided many 

directions that could be explored.  

Ant-miner was modified in terms of different directions like based on the types of parameters it 

handles, syntax of the IF-THEN rules, environment in which the ant moves, heuristic function 

that define the problem, way in which pheromone values of different nodes is updated etc. Most 

of these different methods follow sequential covering approach where a rule is generated and 

prunes simultaneously without considering its effect on other rules. 

We proposed a new global rule pruning strategy that can be applied during pruning step in ACO 

algorithm for rules classification. We considered the association between the terms in the rules 

and applied a global rule pruning procedure that takes into account effect of current rule 

generated on the subsequent rules.  
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We conducted our experiment on the publically available dataset from UCI learning data 

repository. Experimental results showed that our proposed rule pruning procedure for pruning 

step in ACO for rule’s classification is competitive to others algorithms in terms of number of 

rules generated and number of terms per rule.  

 

6.3 FUTURE WORK 

There are several key directions for future exploration. These directions are summarized here as 

under: 

1. The proposed approach can be applied to other dataset that have more number of attributes 

and then analyzing the results.  

2. Changes can be made to heuristic function in order to investigate the performance of the 

proposed approach. 

3. Different pheromone updating strategy can be formulated and applied to check the 

performance of the proposed approach. 

4. Meta-learning techniques [27] can be used to find the relationship between the datasets 

characteristics and is also one of the interesting areas for future research. 
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